This Week in Science

Global Change


Is There an EMF-Cancer Connection?

Hairy Problems for New Drug Testing Method

Abortion Divides Uniting Germans

Energy R&D Funding Shift Urged NIH Director: Sixth Time Lucky?

Briefings: Science Misconduct Legalese Thickens ■ New Director for Canadian Science ■ Universes in a Grain of Sand ■ Biologists Madly Fax A Cool New Journal ■ University Bars Pioneer Grants ■ Solar Showers in Massachusetts ■ Another Temperature Record . . . Rises

The Other Human Genome

Of Politics, Pulsars, Death Spirals—and LIGO

Merck-Du Pont Venture: Prescription for Success?

Theories of Bargaining Delays: J. Kennan and R. Wilson

Repetitive Senescence: The Human Fibroblast Comes of Age: S. Goldstein


Hole Density Dependence of the Critical Temperature and Coupling Constant in the Cuprate Superconductors: W.-H. Whangbo and C. C. Torardi
Photomicrograph of Hawaiian xenolith showing layers of cumulus spinel (black) and olivine (colored) grains, and intercumulus garnet (deep purple) in the spinel layer. This photo was taken with crossed polars and gypsum plate inserted. Vertical field of view is 65 millimeters. See page 1154. [Photograph by Gautam Sen. This xenolith is part of the Dale Jackson Collection (Smithsonian Institution)]